
LIGHT, TECHNOLOGY, SERVICE 
WALDMANN – PARTNER TO PROFESSIONAL PLANNERS





Waldmann is your partner for lighting and for  
planning lighting in offices, in industry and the 
health & care sector. With our comprehensive range 
of products and our innovative and easy-to-grasp  
solutions in terms of installation and of application,  
Waldmann is able to provide answers to any  
questions and requirements the electrical planning 
specialists may have.

OFFICE HEALTH & CARE INDUSTRY
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Professional light planning requires a commensurate partner. Waldmann 
stands for high quality light solutions designed to fulfil human needs. 
We develop and produce our luminaires and lighting systems in-house 
with exceptional manufacturing depth. We are able to do this because 
of more than six decades of experience and our extensive expertise in 
mechanical and electronic systems. Some 940 committed employees 
contribute to the success of Waldmann at the company's headquarters 
in Villingen-Schwenningen and production and at distribution locations 
in 12 countries worldwide. With our global support capability, we can 
assist you in implementing your lighting projects optimally.

YOU ARE LOOKING FOR LIGHTING  
SOLUTIONS. EVERYTHING POINTS TO  
YOUR FINDING THEM AT WALDMANN
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LIGHTING FOR 
HUMAN BEINGS  
 
•  Development of lighting solutions with a focus on   

human needs

•  Comprehensive portfolio of products for planning high- 
quality lighting solutions in industry, office premises, 
and the health & care sector

•  Decades of experience in workplace lighting, starting  
with lighting for watchmakers back in the 60s

•  User-oriented solutions based on knowledge from  
science, the humanities and from practice

•  Waldmann is a pioneer in the field of workplace solutions, 
e.g. the first ever free-standing luminaire with indirect,  
biodynamic light

RELIABLE PARTNER
 
•  Great product quality, professional advice,  

comprehensive range of services

•  Waldmann lighting consultants, available wherever you are 
and at every phase of a project

•  Comprehensive product information printed or online

•  Simple access to light technology data, texts for tenders,  
CAD and graphic data etc. – all to make your work easier

•  Straightforward provision of sample luminaires

•  Total reliability in relation to products,  
verbal commitments and services

YOUR SUCCESS FACTORS FOR  
OPTIMUM LIGHTING PLANNING:

BRAND
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LEITFADEN ZUR ANWENDUNG
das label ›german design award 2016 winner‹

winner

FULL-SPECTRUM DESIGN
 
•  The general design claim of Waldmann is to obtain  

maximum functionality with minimalist design

•  Timeless and sustainable products, highly prized  
by architects, interior designers and users – winners  
of multiple design awards 

•  Luminaires as members of complete design families,  
perfectly adaptable to suit all needs

•  Design of different application ranges in a  
transparent design

COMPREHENSIVE,  
INTELLIGENT RANGE
 
•  Comprehensive, clearly structured range

•  Holistic lighting concepts, specific to rooms or  
workplaces

•  Luminaires with direct and indirect light component  
for particularly high lighting quality

•  Broad spectrum of luminaires with biodynamic light

•  Appropriate solutions for different project  
requirements (light quality, energy efficiency, costs),  
commitments and services

LIGHT
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PROPRIETARY LIGHT  
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
 
•  Since 1999 luminaires with self-developed daylight  

sensors and presence sensors

•  Comprehensive know-how in lighting management,  
ranging from intelligent networking of lighting inside  
buildings, an understanding of users and of other  
luminaires, to time-controlled use of biodynamic lighting

•  Permanent improvements and further developments, to  
reduce energy consumption and to increase user comfort

•  Project-specific and individual adaptations are possible

QUALITY "MADE IN GERMANY"
 
•  State-of-the-art technology, timeless modern design  

and long-lasting quality to 'made in Germany' standards  
on all products

•  Use of high-quality materials and careful processing  
are the key to a long service life and a high level of  
practical usage

•  Outstanding energy efficiency, all new developments  
designed for at least 100 lm/W

•  Great price-performance ratio ensures an appropriate  
solution for every project budget

TECHNOLOGY
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EASY INSTALLATION  
AND OPERATION
 
•  Whenever possible, supplied in ready-to-connect condition

•   Simple and safe product selection, fast and problem-free  
installation with simple wiring

•  Time saving and stress avoidance on the building site

•  Catalogue and homepage: Simple design of all product  
information for rapid location, identification, project  
planning and ordering

•   Waldmann products are usually easy to specify, plan for 
and include in tenders

ADDED VALUE THROUGH 
PLANNING EXPERTISE
 
•  Planners benefit from Waldmann through the additional  

specialist expertise and competitiveness it can bring to bear

•  Dialogue with a pioneer in the sector, for example in relation 
to biodynamic lighting

•  Support right from the planning phase with intelligent  
concepts and appropriate products

•  Holistic solution, tailored to suit the requirements of each 
project for your customers

•  Simplification of work through helpful tools such as an  
online lighting calculator, comprehensive product data  
and exemplary lighting calculations

SERVICE
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Holistic solutions  
for the office

For modern office and adminis-
tration buildings, Waldmann can 
provide holistic solutions for work- 
place-related and room-specific 
lighting. Families of luminaires 
based on a common design 
concept enable customers to 
create an atmospheric overall 
impression within each room. 
All these luminaires are easy to 
install and operate – and have 
proven to be remarkably energy- 
efficient in networking scenarios 
involving lighting, users and 
buildings. In combination with 
the PULSE VTL bio dynamic light 
management system, this  
produces high-quality lighting,  
matched to the needs of human  
beings.

WALDMANN 
LIGHTING SOLUTIONS FOR 
THE MODERN OFFICE
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LAVIGO
THE FAMILY OF LUMINAIRES  
THAT COMBINES CLEAR,  
MINIMALIST SHAPING WITH  
INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY

The simple designs are the 
ones that outlive all trends 
and will still be valid tomor-
row. This is why the design 
of the LAVIGO family of lu-
minaires uses the rectangle 
as its hallmark feature. The 
clear, minimalist design 
makes LAVIGO luminaires 
compatible with a wide  
variety of furniture systems, 
rendering it ideal for use in 
the modern office. There 
are many different perform- 
ance classes and designs of 

the LAVIGO free-standing 
luminaire, for example those 
with a T or U connection for 
serving up to four work-
places. There is also a choice 
between two performance 
classes of the LAVIGO  
suspended luminaire and 
two length variants, to  
satisfy different planning 
and workplace requirements. 
All luminaires can also be 
supplied with biodynamic 
light.
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The hallmark feature of the 
IDOO family of luminaires is 
its lightweight almost float-
ing lens – a common feature 
of all models.  
Thanks to state-of-the-art 
edgelight technology, the 
direct light component of the 
IDOO.pendant suspended 
luminaire provides particularly 
uniform lighting. Unlike most 
luminaires of its kind, the 
IDOO.line suspended lumi- 
naire offers not only direct 
but also indirect light.  

Even the IDOO.fit surface- 
mounted luminaire has a 
frame that seems to float 
just below the ceiling. This 
impression is created be-
cause the ceiling and the 
walls are brightened with  
indirect light using a specifi- 
cally designed lens. All of 
these luminaires are also 
available in the PULSE VTL 
version for biodynamic light.

IDOO
THE EFFICIENT RANGE  
OF LUMINAIRES  
WITH FLOATING LENS  
AND DIRECT/INDIRECT  
LIGHTING
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For supplementary light at 
the workplace and on foot 
traffic routes such as hall-
ways and corridors, you can 
count on the DOTOO family 
of recessed luminaires. The 
LED downlight DOTOO.spot 
is the ideal supplement to 
room depths in conjunction 
with other luminaires such 
as free-standing luminaires. 
This luminaire, which can be 
used as emergency lighting, 
is suitable for ceiling instal-
lation in ceiling tiles of 0.8 
to 42 mm, and no tools are  

required. The hallmark fea-
ture of the DOTOO.fit LED 
recessed luminaire is its 
particularly flat design. The 
use of edge-light and light-
guide technology produces 
uniform and homogenous 
direct lighting to provide  
efficient room lighting.  
Ceiling integration ensured 
on the basis of national and 
international standards.

DOTOO
THE RECESSED LUMINAIRES  
FOR SUPPLEMENTARY  
DIRECT LIGHT
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PARA.MI sets new stand-
ards in terms of individuality. 
This task luminaire can com-
bine single elements and 
colours to create one indi-
vidual whole to suit your 
personal tastes. Round or 
angled luminaire head, single 
or double-armed column, 
round or angled base and/or 
connection possibility to a 
furniture system, all com-
bined with high-quality  
surfaces.

The characteristic joints set 
a particular accent:  
Maintenance-free and self- 
locking, these joints provide 
a maximum number of  
adjustment options. A bright 
LED module creates homo-
geneous, wide-angle work-
place lighting. Glare from the 
neutral light is prevented by  
a specially developed reflec-
tor. With installed power 
consumption of just 8 W 
PARA.MI is remarkably  
energy-efficient.

PARA.MI
THE TASK LUMINAIRE  
FOR MAXIMUM INDIVIDUALITY  
IN THE OFFICE
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WALDMANN 
LIGHTING SOLUTIONS 
FOR HEALTH & CARE

Good light for  
improved well-being

Especially in the health & care 
business light has a significant 
influence on our sense of well- 
being. In clinics and rehabilitation 
centres, light can assist in the 
healing process. In homes for 
senior citizens, good lighting 
can provide guidance and safety, 
while also making it easier for 
doctors and care personnel to 
do their work. It is therefore a 
special kind of challenge to  
develop profes sional lighting 
concepts  for these sectors.  
Waldmann meets these  
requirements with functional, 
comfortable, needs-based and 
people-friendly solutions,  
especially in combination with 
the PULSE VTL biodynamic 
lighting management system.
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ZERA BED
THE INTELLIGENT BED 
WALL-MOUNTED LUMINAIRE 
FOR IN-PATIENT ROOMS AND 
CARE ROOMS

The design of the new LED 
wall-mounted luminaire 
ZERA BED is as clear, straight 
and simple as its name.  
ZERA BED is impressive 
because of its slim, restrained 
shape, and the way its modu- 
larity and technical finesse 
enhance its functionality – 
maximum light quality,  
individually or in combination 
with switchable lighting  
scenarios and a USB network 
gate. Due to its versatility as 
an examination light, general 

light, reading or night light, 
ZERA BED is the perfect 
solution for in-patient or 
care rooms.
Equipped with the PULSE 
VTL system, ZERA BED  
provides biodynamic light for 
a natural sense of well-being. 
Versatile functionality that 
elevates the ZERA BED  
to the Smart Light among 
wall-mounted luminaires.
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Timeless, lightweight, float-
ing: This is the impact of 
VIVAA, a luminaire that fills 
public areas with living light. 
This combination of premium 
LEDs and light-enhancing 
microprism cover creates a 
glare-free and homogeneous 
light. Equipped with biody-
namic light, VIVAA creates 
an atmosphere of well-being. 
It fits any room environment 
in a harmonious manner. 
Whether with seamless  
luminaire bodies made of 

brushed stainless steel or 
cosy lampshades, VIVAA 
sheds a pleasant bright light 
into the room. The luminaire 
is suitable for any room 
height. Thanks to the custom- 
isable suspension length, it 
is ideal even for certain kinds 
of sloping ceilings. By virtue 
of its exceptional illumination 
effect, VIVAA is also a true 
pioneer in terms of cost  
effectiveness.

VIVAA
SUSPENDED LUMINAIRES  
FOR GLARE-FREE, PLEASANT 
LIGHT IN PUBLIC AREAS
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VANERA stands for a com-
plete family of luminaires,  
suitable for all areas. Wheth-
er on wall or ceiling: Its  
different design and equip-
ment variants can be adapted 
to suit every spatial require-
ment. High-quality materials, 
flowing material transitions 
and a linear, timeless set of 
design lines set new stand-
ards in terms of individuality 
and quality. Exceptional  
engineering prowess under-
pins this sleek design.  

The specially developed 
plastic prism profiles direct 
the light in such a way that 
it illuminates rooms in a  
homogeneous and soft way. 
At the same time, this light-
ing casts no reflections or 
glare, and only minimal 
shadows. In its PULSE VTL 
version, VANERA luminaires 
emit natural and biodynamic 
light.

VANERA
THE VERSATILE FAMILY  
OF LUMINAIRES FOR  
HALLWAYS AND STAIRS
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WALDMANN 
LIGHTING SOLUTIONS 
FOR INDUSTRY
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Lighting solutions 
for the entire room

Waldmann's equally broad 
and deep product range 
covers all light requirements 
of an industrial company: 
From rooms to workplaces 
and machines, an entire in-
dustrial company can be 
equipped with Waldmann 
products, according to task 
and environment. These  
sophisticated individual 
lighting solutions support 
people at work and enable a 
sustainable and careful use 
of energy. If you so wish, 
we can accompany you 
throughout the entire pro-
cess: from consultancy to 
planning and installation of 
the lighting system.
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ACANEO
THE ROBUST HIGH BAY 
LUMINAIRE FOR  
PRODUCTION HALLS AND  
LOGISTICS BUILDINGS

Due to its suitability for pro-
duction halls and in particular 
for logistics buildings up to 
30 metres in height, the 
ACANEO high bay luminaire 
is extremely bright and effi-
cient. Thanks to its unique 
housing concept, the robust 
ACANEO luminaire can also 
be used under extreme envi- 
ronmental conditions such 
as high ambient temperatures 
and oil-containing air. 

Optimised lighting technology 
ensures homogeneous illu-
mination of halls with excep-
tionally low levels of glare. 
This unusually lightweight 
high bay luminaire is avail-
able in three performance 
classes, three light colours, 
and switchable and dimm-
able variants.
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With its TAUREO LED contin-
uous-row system, Waldmann 
is defining new ways of light-
ing production halls. As a 
modular system, TAUREO  
delivers appropriate lighting 
for a range of different require-
ments, such as those found, 
for example, in manufacturing 
premises, logistics buildings, 
warehouses or cooling facili-
ties. Once installed, this  
system can be changed at 
any time.

If the original requirements are 
altered by changing workplace 
configurations and conditions 
of use, TAUREO can always 
be adapted without any  
problem to suit those new  
requirements. All this requires 
is for the lighting modules  
to be relocated – no tools  
required – or for additional 
ones to be installed. All acces-
sory components such as 
daylight sensors and presence 
sensors or emergency lighting 
can be integrated into the 
system without any problem.

TAUREO
THE FLEXIBLE CONTINUOUS- 
ROW SYSTEM FOR  
PRODUCTION HALLS
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FREE-STANDING 
LUMINAIRES

OFFICE & ADMINISTRATION

DESK-MOUNTED  
LUMINAIRES

SUSPENDED  
LUMINAIRES

RECESSED AND  
SURFACE-MOUNTED 
LUMINAIRES

WALL-MOUNTED  
LUMINAIRES

TASK LUMINAIRES

CONTINUOUS-ROW  
SYSTEMS

HIGH BAY  
LUMINAIRES

LAVIGO LAVIGO TWIN-T

LAVIGO ATARO TYCOON

HYBRIDLAVIGO IDOO.pendant IDOO.line ATARO TYCOON

DOTOO.fit

LAVIGO

DOTOO.spot IDOO.fit 

LAVIGO TWIN-U TYCOON

PARA.MI

ATARO TYCOON

ATARO
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INDUSTRY

ZERA BED

VANERA

VANERA

VANERA ORBIT OBLO LED

VANERA ORBIT RIGUOBLO LED CUBE

VIVAA VIVAAVIVAA RING

TAUREO

ACANEO

HEALTH & CARE
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Waldmann is pleased to assist you with 
all questions relating to the planning,  
installation and maintenance of our 
products. Your Waldmann service  
consultant is looking forward to your 
call.

You will find detailed information 
about all Waldmann products in our 
catalogues. Simply request a free 
copy or download one from:  
www.waldmann.com
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YOUR WALDMANN LIGHTING CONSULTANT



HEADQUARTERS GERMANY
Herbert Waldmann GmbH & Co. KG 
Postfach 50 62 
78057 VILLINGEN-SCHWENNINGEN 
GERMANY 
Phone + 49 7720 601 -  0 
Phone + 49 7720 601 -  100 (Sales) 
Fax + 49 7720 601 -  290 
www.waldmann.com
sales.germany@waldmann.com

FRANCE
Waldmann Eclairage S.A.S.
Zone Industrielle
Rue de l’Embranchement
67116 REICHSTETT
FRANCE
Phone 33 3 88 20 95 88
Fax 33 3 88 20 95 68
www.waldmann.com
info-fr@waldmann.com

ITALY
Waldmann Illuminotecnica S.r.l.
Via della Pace, 18 A
20098 SAN GIULIANO MILANESE (MI)
ITALY
Phone 39 02 98 24 90 24
Fax 39 02 98 24 63 78
www.waldmann.com
info-it@waldmann.com

THE NETHERLANDS
Waldmann BV
Lingewei 19
4004 LK TIEL
THE NETHERLANDS
Phone + 31 344 631019
Fax + 31 344 627856
www.waldmann.com
info-nl@waldmann.com 

AUSTRIA
Waldmann Lichttechnik Ges.m.b.H.
Gewerbepark Wagram 7
4061 PASCHING / LINZ
AUSTRIA
Phone + 43 7229 67400
Fax + 43 7229 67444
www.waldmann.com
info-at@waldmann.com

SWEDEN
Waldmann Ljusteknik AB
Skebokvarnsvägen 370
124 50 BANDHAGEN
SWEDEN
Phone + 46 8 990 350
Fax 46 8 991 609
www.waldmann.com
info-se@waldmann.com 

SWITZERLAND
Waldmann Lichttechnik GmbH
Benkenstrasse 57
5024 KÜTTIGEN
SWITZERLAND
Phone + 41 62 839 1212
Fax + 41 62 839 1299
www.waldmann.com
info-ch@waldmann.com

UNITED KINGDOM
Waldmann Lighting Ltd.
7 Millfield House
Croxley Green Business Park
WATFORD WD18 8YX
UNITED KINGDOM
Phone + 44 1923 800030
Fax + 44 1923 800016
www.waldmann.com
info-uk@waldmann.com

USA
Waldmann Lighting Company
9 W. Century Drive
WHEELING, ILLINOIS 60090
USA
Phone + 1 847 520 1060
Fax 1 847 520 1730
www.waldmannlighting.com
waldmann@waldmannlighting.com 

CHINA
Waldmann Lighting (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
Part A11a, No. Five Normative Workshop
199 Changjian Road, Baoshan
SHANGHAI, P.R.C. 200949
CHINA
Phone + 86 21 5169 1799
Fax 86 21 3385 0032
www.waldmann.com.cn
info-cn@waldmann.com

SINGAPORE
Waldmann Lighting Singapore Pte. Ltd.
77A Neil Road 
SINGAPORE 088903
SINGAPORE
Telephone + 65 6275 8300
Fax + 65 6275 8377
www.waldmann.com
sales-sg@waldmann.com

INDIA
Waldmann Lighting Pvt. Ltd. 
Plot No. 52 
Udyog Vihar 
Phase - VI, Sector - 37 
GURGAON - 122001, HARYANA
INDIA
Phone + 91 124 412 1600
Fax 91 124 412 1611
www.waldmann.com
sales-in@waldmann.com

www.waldmann.com
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